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• Why the right benefits strategy is more 
important—and challenging—than ever

• The #1 key to designing benefits your 
employees will value and appreciate 

• Gaining the ‘benefits’ and avoiding the pitfalls 
when surveying your employees

• 8 steps to effective benefit surveys
• Case examples

Today We’ll Talk About
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60%

Would leave for less $$ but 
better wellbeing support1

71%

Health benefits are a 
strong incentive to stay2

68%

Would take a job with good 
benefits, over a job that 
pays more with no benefits3

#2
Attraction

Health Benefits

#3
Retention4 1 Morneau Shepell, survey conducted Aug-Sept 2019

2 Sanofi Canada Healthcare Survey 2020
3 RBC Insurance, poll conducted by Ipsos in Apr 2021 of 1001 working Canadians
4 WTW Global Benefits Attitudes Survey - Canadian results
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Canadians Age 65-69 Working 
Full-Time Or Part-Time
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Increasing Diversity In Our Workplaces
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Which Ones Will Employees Actually Use?
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• Will employees appreciate benefit improvements 
you’re considering given
– Rising inflation
– Employees’ benefit premiums may be increasing

Benefit Costs (and Everything Else) Increasing
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Employee satisfaction

Increased wellbeing

Lower illness-related costs
Budget
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• Benchmarking against comparators?
• Following what other employers are doing?
• Reviewing claims and workforce trends?

How Can You Know Where to Invest?
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This Photo by 
Unknown Author is 
licensed under CC 
BY
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employer does a very good job at 
communicating what’s covered 1

Added “Benefits” of a Benefits Survey

29%
of employers 
communicate 

benefits annually 2

48
2

48%
communicate 
infrequently or only 
at hire 

1 Sanofi Canada Healthcare Survey 2018; 2 Gallagher Benefits Strategy & Benchmarking Survey 2021
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• Increase the value of your program, without 
increasing your budget
– Measure perceptions, awareness, and 

understanding—To focus your 
communication strategy for impact

– The survey (itself) as a communication tool
– Identify barriers to using existing programs

Added “Benefits” of a Benefits Survey
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• Build buy-in
– Test scenarios—Including trade-offs
– Empirical data to gain leadership buy-in
– Change management:  

Leveraging employee feedback to create 
acceptance and a successful launch

Added “Benefits” of a Benefits Survey
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• Increase engagement by showing
– You care
– You value their perspectives
– You’re open to change
– You want to hear all voices

Added “Benefits” of a Benefits Survey
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• Creating false expectations or concerns
– Asking about things that aren’t on the table
– Only asking what they don’t like
– Not sharing and acting on feedback collected

When Surveys Go Bad

Now that I think about it, our 
coverage does seem low!
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Do you think our benefit 
plan is competitive?     

• Unactionable data that’s inconclusive
or ambiguous
– Validity: Survey measures what you intended to 

measure (accuracy)
– Reliability: Respondents would answer the same 

way if asked again (consistency)

When Surveys Go Bad
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• Unactionable data that’s inconclusive
or ambiguous
– Loaded questions
– Leading questions
– Double-barreled questions
– Unfamiliar/Unclear
– Too difficult to complete
– Too many personal questions, too early

When Surveys Go Bad
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• Low response rates; lack of diversity
– Pool of respondents that’s too small or 

not representative 
 Unable to generalize and draw conclusions

• “One & Done”
– How will you know you made an impact?

When Surveys Go Bad
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• Surveys
– More participants
– More topics
– Mainly quantitative
– More anonymity

Survey, Focus Group, or Pulse Poll
– Which Is Best?

• Pulse Polls
– Short (a few questions) and easy to answer
– Quantitative
– Replicated to measure trends, changes, and progress over time

• Focus Groups
– Fewer participants
– Fewer topics, explored more deeply
– Mainly qualitative; 

more open-ended questions
– More personal, less anonymity
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For (4) Surveys Twice (x2) As Good = 8 Works Great !

04

0601
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02 05

0708

TEST DRIVE AND REFINE

ANALYZE DATA, REPORT 
RESULTS AND TAKE ACTION

SET THE STAGE

LAUNCH

BUILD THE 
FOUNDATION 

DESIGN YOUR SURVEY

DEFINE YOUR PURPOSE 
AND OBJECTIVES

DEBRIEF AND PLAN FOR 
YOUR NEXT SURVEY

Template by PresentationGo
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• How will you use the data?
• What’s on/off the table?
• Leadership commitment to share and act

8 Works Great:  
Define Your Purpose and Objectives

ABC Manufacturing
• Learn what’s important to employees—Not assume or anecdotal
• Test new flex option scenarios for interest/concerns
• Assess appetite to pay for improved benefits
• Identify communication needs
• Understand low uptake of current optional benefits

01
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• What?: Survey/focus group / pulse
– Sufficient and representative data

• How & where?: Platform; live or virtual
• Who will you invite to participate?
• When?

8 Works Great: Build The Foundation

ABC Manufacturing
• All employees invited to participate in online survey, through 

external partner
• Timing: Early enough to reflect results in annual budgeting

02
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• “Start with the end in mind”
• Avoid “scope creep”
• A good survey is like a good conversation
• Dig deeper—What they prefer and why
• Make it easy and interesting

8 Works Great: Design Your Survey

03

ABC Manufacturing
• Split into sections—Easier to understand and faster to complete
• Showed a mix of current and new plan designs, asked which they 

would choose and why
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• Introduction to the survey
– Purpose
– How they’ll benefit
– Why they were invited
– Estimated time to complete

– What happens next
– Contact person
– Incentives

8 Works Great: Set The Stage

ABC Manufacturing
• Told employees where to find info on current plan, to help in 

answering questions
• Offered entry in a draw—Only for fully-completed surveys

04
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• Testers similar to participants’ knowledge and 
understanding

• Test on smartphone, tablet, and laptop
• Delete your test data

8 Works Great: Test Drive and Refine

ABC Manufacturing
• Members of HR/benefit team tested survey
• Perhaps would have refined questions if used external testers 

(e.g., drop-down questions with high use of “other”)

05
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• Promote your survey and grab their attention
• Send reminders 

8 Works Great: Launch

ABC Manufacturing
• Monitored response rates every 2 days
• Sent reminders—Nudged employees to return if they didn’t 

remember getting to the end

06
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8 Works Great:  
Analyze, Share Results, Take Action

ABC Manufacturing
• Good response rate, representative of overall group 
• External partner matched individual responses to employee 

file—To report aggregated data by segment
• Benefits employees were/weren’t satisfied with, and what 

they’d pay more for—Differed from company’s beliefs
• Two groups emerged: (1) lowest cost vs (2) best coverage  
• Too many choices already
• Low participation in voluntary benefits: cost, or didn’t see value
• Changes in the business put action on hold for now

07
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• What worked well/didn’t?
• What was surprising/unexpected?
• What data points would have made a more robust 

analysis?
• What were the side-benefits of surveying?
• If you hadn’t surveyed, would you have made different 

decisions?
• What drove participation? What will you try next time?
• When will you survey again?

8 Works Great:  
Debrief and Plan For Your Next Survey

08
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8 Works Great:  
Debrief and Plan For Your Next Survey

ABC Manufacturing
• Survey scope (and length) expanded beyond defined purpose

– likely reducing response rate
• However, prizes and reminders boosted participation
• Allow more time for design and planning
• Will re-run survey for fresh data—Context, company priorities, 

and employee group have changed 

08
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For (4) Surveys Twice (x2) as Good = 8 Works Great !
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YOUR NEXT SURVEY
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• Consider choosing a partner to design, 
administer, and analyze your survey/focus group
– Experience to avoid pitfalls and optimize value
– Added confidentiality and anonymity

• Higher participation, more transparent responses
– Data segmentation opportunities

You Don’t Need to Do This Alone
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• Now is the time to revisit your benefits strategy
– Is your investment in benefits creating impact?
– Do your programs reflect today’s business priorities, 

diversity, culture, and employee needs?
• To design a benefits program that’s meaningful 

to your employees, you need their input
– Past knowledge and data, benchmarking, and trends 

may not reflect what they value today

Key Takeaways
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• Benefit surveys and focus groups are 
powerful tools
– Learn what employees think, want, feel, and 

understand
– Opportunities to build buy-in and engagement, and 

increase value without increasing budget
– But need careful planning to avoid “pitfalls” including 

false expectations or unactionable data

Key Takeaways
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Key Takeaways

• 8 Steps for a Successful Survey

• Remember, you don’t need to do this alone!
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Three reminders!
1. Session evaluation is available

– On the conference app
– Online at www.iscebs.org/2022symp

2. CEBS designees—Be sure to report your 
Compliance credit.

• Turn in a white ticket as you leave the room.
OR

• Report this session individually at 
www.ifebp.org/myprofile

3. CE credit for other professions (green slip) must 
be turned in as you leave the room.

Thank You!

www.ifebp.org/myprofile

www.iscebs.org/2022symp
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